Abstract
Introduction

47
The success of human genetics in identifying the genes and mutations underlying Mendelian diseases has 4 gRNA-targeted sites. For example, in our test of the U6-H1 system, 32% of edited cells contained the programmed deletion, while the remainder were mutated at one or both gRNA-targeted sites but retained the intervening sequence. While this complicates interpretation, the problem can be overcome by using a 150 robust functional assay in conjunction with multiple, independent gRNA pairs that query the same 151 genomic region, as well as by including unpaired gRNA controls to ensure that observed effects do not 152 occur with individual gRNAs (but rather are dependent on the presence of both gRNAs).
154
Application of ScanDel to survey a 206 Kb region surrounding HPRT1
156
With the goal of investigating the potential of non-coding mutations to compromise its function, we selected in both experiments ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ).
reproducibly positive non-coding signal across the 206 Kb region was immediately proximal to an 5 HPRT1 exon. This result suggests that there is no distal regulatory element in the 206 Kb region that is 198 essential to HPRT1 expression in HAP1 cells.
200
Near exons, non-coding regions exhibiting positive signal did so even when deletions that also overlapped the exons themselves were excluded from the analysis (Supplementary Fig. 5D ). This suggested the 202 presence of essential, proximal regulatory sequences. We noted that the positively scoring regions 
205
2C, Supplementary Fig. 5A ). This observation motivated us to attempt validation experiments for this 206 region, with the goal of directly confirming which deletions of putative regulatory elements were 207 impairing HPRT1 function (Fig. 3A, E) .
209
Direct genotyping of deletions that survive functional selection
211
With the goal of first validating the positive signal upstream of the first exon, we repeated the experiment 212 with a small pool of 4 gRNA pairs targeting the putative HPRT1 promoter (Fig. 3B) . We then amplified 3
213
Kb of this region by PCR and performed long-read sequencing of the amplicons (Pacific Biosciences). As 214 expected, before 6TG selection, the programmed deletions were all well-represented in the population,
215
although deletions with boundaries deviating from Cas9 cut sites (i.e. 'unprogrammed') were also 216 detected (Fig. 3C) . However, after selection on 6TG, deletions with unprogrammed boundaries 217 predominated, including those unseen before 6TG, and that overwhelmingly extend beyond the 218 transcriptional start site (TSS) (Fig. 3D) . The fact that these initially rare deletions were strongly selected
219
(while 2 Kb promoter deletions that did not cross the TSS were not) suggests that even relatively 220 proximal sequences upstream of the HPRT1 TSS are not strictly essential for expression. Based on the 221 results of these validation experiments, we conclude that only a narrow window of non-coding sequence 222 upstream of the TSS and 5'UTR is likely relevant to the regulation of HPRT1 expression.
224
We next sought to validate the positive signal downstream of the first exon. To do so, we again repeated 225 the experiment with a small pool of just 5 gRNA pairs targeting the first ~2.7 Kb of intron 1 (Fig. 3F) .
226
We then amplified the region and again performed long-read sequencing of the amplicons (Pacific
227
Biosciences). As with the promoter, the programmed deletions were all well-represented before 6TG 228 selection, although deletions with unprogrammed boundaries are also detected at a low rate (Fig. 3G) .
229
After selection, deletions with unprogrammed boundaries predominated again, particularly those that 230 extended into the first exon, thereby disrupting coding sequences (Fig. 3H) . A low rate of non-exonic 231 deletions survived post-6TG, but these were present at the same level as unedited reads, implying that 232 there may be some other explanation for 6TG resistance in these cells. Thus, as with the promoter, the 233 positive signals that we originally observed for deletions in the first intron were likely consequent to the 234 positive selection of rare 'on-target-but-with-incorrect-boundaries' deletions that extend into the first 235 HPRT1 exon.
237
An individual gRNA screen of the same region for comparison to ScanDel 
239
We next compared our ScanDel results against a more conventional screen relying on only individual Fig. 5 ) and exonic selection scores were well 247 correlated between biological replicates (Pearson: 0.781). Of 612 negative control gRNAs, none that were 6 sampled in each replicate were positively selected in both experiments (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). In non-coding sequence, scores were poorly correlated between biological replicates, with a paucity of 250 reproducible, positively selected signal (Pearson: 0.156, Supplementary Fig. 7 ).
an exon boundary) and 20.5% of proximal intronic (<2 Kb from an exon boundary) gRNAs were incorrect-boundaries' that were confounding when targeting near exon boundaries, we next performed 257 similar validation experiments on individual gRNAs that targeted non-coding sequences nearby exons 258 (Fig. 4B) . We chose 10 gRNAs in the HPRT1 promoter region (Fig. 4C) , and repeated the individual 259 gRNA experiment with a small pool of just these 10 gRNAs, again using long reads (Pacific Biosciences)
260
to sequence the locus before (Fig. 4D) and after 6TG selection (Fig. 4E) . Similar to our results with
261
ScanDel in this region, the only mutations that survived 6TG selection were initially rare deletions whose 262 boundaries extended past the TSS and into the 5' UTR and/or coding sequence (Fig. 4D) . This result 
267
Discussion
269
We describe a method that uses CRISPR/Cas9 and pairs of gRNAs to experimentally test the functional 
290
Another possibility, albeit an unlikely one, is that critical regulatory elements for HPRT1 lie outside of Fig. 8 ). This could potentially be addressed by increasing
294
the complexity of the library of programmed deletions in order to densely tile a larger region, or by 295 simply increasing the size of each programmed deletion to interrogate more sequence per gRNA pair. 
305
A second explanation is that as implemented, genome editing has poor sensitivity due to redundancy in 306 mammalian gene regulation. Redundancy of transcription factor binding sites within enhancers could this was part of the motivation for developing ScanDel, whose programmable kilobase-scale deletions 309 exceed the size of enhancers. Although we did not identify distal enhancers, the essentiality of the TSS 310 and portions of the 5'UTR in our assay was detected primarily by deletions substantially larger than 1-10 311 bp (Fig. 4D, E) , suggesting paired gRNA libraries will be effective for enhancing sensitivity.
313
A third explanation is that gene expression levels depend in part on historical events, such that disruption
314
of an enhancer in a differentiated cell line would not result in the same outcome as disrupting the same 315 enhancer prior to differentiation. This could be potentially addressed by performing lentivirally-mediated 316 genome editing steps in stem cells, followed by differentiation to a cell type of interest. Any differences 317 in functional consequences that are dependent on the timing of mutation would be of great interest.
319
Our results also provide a cautionary example of the importance of validation by direct genotyping in the 
325
have been difficult to detect had we been relying solely on a short-read sequencing platform to genotype 326 editing outcomes. Additionally, validating CRISPR/Cas9-based screens by assessing selection for specific 327 edited haplotypes adds biological information. Here, with long-read genotyping we were able to identify a 328 set of variable deletions that either did or did not drive selection, thus enabling discrimination of essential 329 elements at higher resolution (Fig. 3C, D) .
331
We also note that in experiments relying on pairs (or more) of gRNAs to program deletions, it is critical 332 to include controls that quantify the effects of the individual gRNAs comprising these pairs, as these can 333 have direct effects or off-target effects that might be misinterpreted as being consequent to the 334 programmed deletion. While this manuscript was in preparation, a study was published that similarly used 335 gRNA pairs to program deletion of a large number of lncRNAs, followed by phenotyping for cellular PHF6  PHF6  PHF6  PHF6  PHF6  PHF6  HPRT1  MIR450B  MIR450A1  MIR450A2  MIR542  MIR503HG  MIR503HG  MIR503  MIR424  LINC00629  PLAC1  PLAC1  PLAC1   TSS1  TSS4  TSS2  TSSneg  INTR1  INTRneg  INTR2  INTR4  INTR3  TSS1  TSS4   ENST00000370803  ENST00000394292  ENST00000332070  ENST00000370799  ENST00000416404  ENST00000370800   ENST00000298556  ENST00000462974  ENST00000475720  ENST00000438135   ENST00000401182  ENST00000362262   ENST00000385022  ENST00000385050 ENST00000434384 ENST00000359237 
481
Building the gRNA pair library Fig. 2 ).
490
To ensure quality of array synthesis, 1 ng of the oligo pool was amplified with Kapa HiFi Hotstart
491
ReadyMix (KHF, Kapa Biosystems) and run on a gel to confirm oligos are of the expected 108 bp length.
492
After PCR purification with Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter), the amplicon is cloned 
498
We next cloned in the additional gRNA backbone and H1 promoter between each spacer pairing to enable 
503
coli to create a final lentiGuide-Puro-2xgRNA library.
505
To prevent bottlenecking of the library, these cloning steps are performed with enough replicates at high 
513
Building the individual gRNA library
515
The spacers of this library were similarly synthesized on an array, amplified, and purified as above. The 516 lentiGuide-Puro backbone was linearized as above, and the library cloned into it using the NEBuilder
517
HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix (NEB). This plasmid was transformed into Stable Competent E. coli,
518
generating enough transformants for 30x average coverage. This method produced 98.5% retention of 519 complexity from the designed array.
521
Lentiviral library production, delivery, and 6-thioguanine selection
523
Lentivirus was produced using Lipofectamine 3000 (Life Technologies) to transfect HEK293T with the 
529
To create a monoclonal HAP1 cell line stably expressing Cas9, HAP1 cells were transduced with 530 lentivirus produced using lentiCas9-Blast (Addgene 52962), selected with 5 μg/mL Blasticidin (Thermo
531
Fisher Scientific), and single-cell sorted via FACS.
533
HAP1-Cas9-Blast monoclonal cells were plated to be at 30% confluency on the day of lentiviral 534 gRNA/pair transduction. To transduce, 5% of the recipient cells' media was replaced with filtered virus,
535
limiting the multiplicity of infection to < 0.3. Media was changed after 24 hours, and selection for 536 transduced cells began 48 hours post-transduction. Puromycin was added at 2 μg/mL for two days to 537 assess the percentage of cells transduced, and then cells were maintained in 1 μg/mL for 5 more days.
539
After puromycin treatment, an initial population of cells was collected. Selection for loss of HPRT 540 function was performed by applying 5 uM 6TG to the remaining cells at <50% confluency for 7 days.
541
Enough cells were transduced and sampled at each timepoint to maintain minimum 2,000x average 542 coverage of the library in each population.
544
Sequencing of the baseline (i.e. pre-6TG) population revealed 98.4% of diversity of the lentiGuide-Puro-
545
2xgRNA library was preserved from replicate 1, and replicate 2 retained 78.8%. 
564
conditions were optimized using qPCR to minimize overamplification of the construct.
566
Sequencing was performed on an Illumina Miseq using a 50-cycle kit. Read 1 and the Illumina Index read 567 were used to sequence the two gRNAs in the paired gRNA construct prior to paired-end turnaround, and
568
Read 2 was used to sequence the 9 bp sample index.
570
Calculation of a selection score assignment per base-pair
572
Custom Python scripts counted tallies of gRNAs (for individual gRNA library experiments) or gRNA 573 pairs before and after selection. These counts were normalized to the total number of reads per sample.
574
An enrichment ratio was calculated for each gRNA/pair by dividing its normalized read count after 575 selection by its before selection read count. A selection score is the log10 of the enrichment ratio
576
(log10(after/before)). If a gRNA or gRNA pair was absent before selection, it was excluded from further 577 analysis. Any gRNA pairs that used a self-paired gRNA with an independent selection ratio > 0 were also 578 excluded from further analysis.
580
If a gRNA/pair is absent after 6TG selection, its selection score as calculated will be a negative number 581 relatively large in magnitude that is somewhat arbitrarily determined by the number of pre-selection 582 reads. Thus, to limit the contribution of these scores to average measurements derived from many 583 independent deletions, we set a minimum selection score equal to the middle of the bimodal distribution 584 between the positively and negatively selected deletions of each replicate (Supplementary Fig. 9 ). For 
592
For the individual gRNA mutagenesis screen, we calculated selection scores per base-pair similarly, 593 assuming a 10 bp deletion was made by each gRNA queried. If a base-pair was scored at the minimum 594 negative threshold in one screen, it was given that value for the consensus selection score of the two
595
replicates.
597
Bulk ATAC-seq of HAP1 cells
599
Two biological replicates were separately maintained (on 10cm dishes, split 1:10 three times per week) 
622
and uniquely mapped reads with a mapping quality above 10 were retained ('samtools -f3 -F12 -q10').
623
Reads mapping to the mitochondrial genome and non-chromosomal contigs were also filtered out. In 
629
Validation and direct genotyping of positive signal from the screens
631
gRNA pairs that drove the ScanDel signal surrounding HPRT1's first exon were cloned into simple intron 1 library contained five (Supplementary Tables 1-2 ). For the individual gRNA screen TSS 634 library, ten gRNAs were cloned into lentiGuide-Puro (Supplementary Table 3 ). These constructs were 635 lentivirally delivered to HAP1-Cas9-Blast cells, selected with 6TG, and gDNA extracted as described 636 above.
638
As the expected deletions could remove up to two kilobases, the loci were sequenced with a Pacific 
646
Tris 8.5, 0.1mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl. These were ligated at 10x molar excess to the digested 647 amplicons, destroying the restriction site once attached. To remove undigested amplicons and primers,
648
this ligation was performed in the presence of further SbfI and NotI, and followed by treatment with 649 Exo7 (Affymetrix) and Exo3 (Enzymatics).
651
Only reads with over five circular consensus sequence passes and containing the expected first twelve 5' 652 and 3' base-pairs of the amplicon were used for further analysis. Reads positive for complex inversions
653
(>= 100 basepairs) were removed from the library using the Waterman-Eggert algorithm with match, 
18
Comparing deletion rate of U6-H1 versus U6-U6
664
Two protospacers were chosen to program a 365 bp deletion within the second intron of HPRT1 and their
665
spacers were cloned into a U6-H1 construct and U6-U6 construct (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Virus was 666 produced and delivered to cells, which were selected with puromycin, and gDNA extracted as described 
672
Any reads that contained the same UMI or edit pattern were collapsed using custom scripts and their 673 alignments were visualized with the same D3 script as above. 
706
B) The spacers for the deletion in A were placed behind either a U6 or H1 PolIII promoter. 20% of 707 sampled haplotypes contained the programmed deletion, but 36% of sampled haplotypes remained 708 unedited, implying longer editing time could result in a higher deletion rate. Reads were generated as 709 described in A, and aligned as described in Methods and 
720
A) The spacers used in every designed gRNA pair had their own self-paired control included in the 721 programmed gRNA pair library.
723
B) The self-paired controls consisted of the exact same spacer included behind each promoter in the 
742
The ScanDel selection scores for each biological replicate were calculated per base-pair by averaging the 743 log10(after/before 6TG) for every programmed deletion that covers that base-pair. Least squares lines and TSS_2x_1  TSS_2x_3  TSS_2x_2  TSS_1x_10  TSS_1x_6  TSS_2x_neg  TSS_1x_9  TSS_1x_4  TSS_1x_5  TSS_1x_2  TSS_1x_3  TSS_1x_8  INTR1_2x_1  INTR1_2x_neg  INTR1_2x_2  INTR1_2x_4  INTR1_2x_3 together161128_ng.35n Figure 4) . Only gRNAs sampled in both replicates are plotted. 
797
B)
806
The individual gRNA scores for each biological replicate were calculated per base-pair and presented as 
